
Services Offered 
to Owners of 
Underground 
Infrastructures 
(Including municipalities) 

Processing Locate Requests 
Info-Excavation is the only centre in Quebec designed to receive and 
process locate requests from individuals or companies who are plan-
ning to do excavation work. Following instructions received by every 
owner-member of underground infrastructures, Info-Excavation can:

• Give a clearance notice if no underground infrastructures are located 
within the work zone.

• Transmit the locate request to owners of underground infrastruc-
tures if the structures are located within the work zone.

In any case, the requester will receive a request confirmation. 

Info-Excavation uses state-of-the-art technologies which promotes 
clearance notices so that requesters may receive their answer a few 
minutes after making their locate request. The use of the Website or 
mobile application greatly enhances customer experience. Locate re-
quests that are transmitted to owner-members whose underground 
infrastructures are located in the work zone will be answered by the 
members within a few days.

Engineering Request Processing 
This type of request is processed during the planning stage of the exca-
vation project. For some of its members, Info-Excavation will send them 
information related to underground infrastructures located within the 
desired work zone. For other members, Info-Excavation will send them 
the request and they in turn will send the requester the same type of 
information. The information gathered will help the requester to better 
plan his excavation project and avoid surprises that often prove to be 
costly when the time comes to make a locate request before underta-
king the excavation work.
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Geomatics
Many geomatic activities are available at Info-Excavation :

• Updating the database with data from members’ underground 
infrastructures: Info-Excavation must keep its database updated 
at all times since its members’ underground infrastructures are 
constantly evolving. This is why Info-Excavation has developed the 
required expertise to enable it to convert the members’ information 
from various platforms into a uniform database. This information 
helps Info-Excavation process optimally all locate requests or en-
gineering requests it receives.

• Scanning Networks: Drawing on its expertise, Info-Excavation is 
capable of scanning various types of networks on different types of 
maps no matter the medium (electronic or paper).

• Mapping: To meet the needs of certain companies, Info-Excava-
tion is capable of drawing the required information that will enable 
network engineering. Information can vary greatly from curbs to re-
sidential or commercial buildings.

• Geographical Data: Info-Excavation is the depositary for Quebec’s 
GeoBase which is constantly updated and whose overlapping with 
Google Map is synchronized. For companies and municipalities, this 
geographical data helps them have an accurate and common Geo-
Base.

Detailed Analysis
Detailed analysis serves as an additional analytical service to locate re-
quest received by Info-Excavation. With this service, the work zone and 
its underground infrastructures are analyzed more accurately. Detailed 
analysis help increase the number of clearance notices given to reques-
ters while reducing the volume of requests sent to owners of under-
ground infrastructures. To achieve this, Info-Excavation works directly 
with the members’ source data.

Damage Reporting Calls
To meet the needs of its members, Info-Excavation has, throughout the 
years, developed this service. On behalf of its members, Info-Excavation 
answers calls reporting damages to their infrastructures (underground 
or overhead). Damages may result from excavation work or other 
causes and may arise either from contractors as well as from emergen-
cy services. Available 24/7, Info-Excavation provides a common point 
where all necessary information is collected then transmitted to the 
member whose infrastructure was impacted by such damages.


